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 Smartsketch is a drawing tool for creative professionals. It's perfect for designers and illustrators who want to produce a non-
photo illustration quickly and easily. It's like a free Photoshop or Paintbrush, just for drawing. How to use: ➜  First you open

the program ➜ Next, you draw with your tablet or mouse ➜ Save the files to your hard disk and open them with a drawing
program ➜ You can now print or export your illustration or animation  The drawing-style settings have been specially made

for illustrators, animators and designers  You can use the pencil-drawing-style settings and a wide range of brushes to quickly
draw your pictures or animations. It's a fun way to experiment with new visual ideas. If you draw on the tablet using the mouse,
you can start with any drawing tool and then continue in the SmartSketch Editor. Now you can open your pictures with the new
SmartSketch Editor and start working on your illustrations or animations. But you can open the files with any drawing program.
You can also download the SmartSketch viewer from the developer's website. The user interface is very simple and easy to use.

4. Here's a short introduction to SmartSketch. For more detailed information, check out the website.  First you open the
program  Next, you draw with your tablet or mouse  Save the files to your hard disk and open them with a drawing program

 You can now print or export your illustration or animation The drawing-style settings have been specially made for
illustrators, animators and designers You can use the pencil-drawing-style settings and a wide range of brushes to quickly draw
your pictures or animations If you draw on the tablet using the mouse, you can start with any drawing tool and then continue in

the SmartSketch Editor You can open the files with any drawing program You can now save your illustration or animation to the
disk. The SmartSketch viewer is free to download. A short introduction to SmartSketch  Save the files to your hard disk and
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